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[Title of the Invention] PANEL ASSEMBLING METHOD AND

APPARATUS

[Abstract]

[Object] To provide a panel assembling method and a panel

assembling apparatus in which panels can be bonded to each

other in vacuum with high accuracy even when the panels is

increased in size and decreased in thickness.

[Construction] A bonding process is performed in vacuum in

a state where an electrostatic adsorptive force is applied

to an upper panel by a pressing plate and thus the upper

panel is held by the pressing plate. The upper panel is

held by the pressing plate with a suction adsorptive force,

the upper panel is dropped and caught at a position slightly

apart from the pressing plate because of removal of the

suction adsorptive force in the process of decompression,

and the electrostatic adsorptive force is applied to the

upper panel, thereby allowing the pressing plate to hold the

upper panel. In this state, the bonding process is

performed in vacuum.

[Claims]

[Claim 1] A panel assembling method in which one panel is

held on a lower surface of a pressing plate and the other
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panel is held on a table such that both panels are opposed

to each other, and in which both panels are bonded to each

other by narrowing a gap therebetween with an adhesive

provided on any one panel,

wherein the bonding is performed in a state where an

electrostatic adsorptive force is applied to one substrate

from the pressing plate to allow the pressing plate to hold

one substrate.

[Claim 2] A panel assembling method in which one panel is

held on a lower surface of a pressing plate and the other

panel is held on a table such that both panels are opposed

to each other, and in which both panels are bonded to each

other by narrowing a gap therebetween with an adhesive

provided on any one panel,

wherein the bonding is performed by allowing the

pressing plate to hold the upper panel with a suction

adsorptive force in the atmosphere, catching one panel

dropped by means of removal of the suction adsorptive force

in the course of decompression at a position slightly apart

from the pressing plate, and allowing the pressing plate to

apply an electrostatic adsorptive force to the caught panel

and to hold the caught panel.

[Claim 3] A panel assembling method in which one panel is

held on a lower surface of a pressing plate and the other

panel is held on a table such that both panels are opposed
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to each other, and in which both panels are bonded to each

other by narrowing a gap therebetween with an adhesive

provided on any one panel,

wherein the bonding is performed by allowing the

pressing plate to hold and press one panel with a suction

adsorptive force in the atmosphere and applying an

electrostatic adsorptive force to the one panel from the

pressing plate before or after the suction adsorptive force

disappears in the course of decompression so as to allow the

pressing plate to hold the one panel.

[Claim 4] A panel assembling apparatus in which one panel

is held on a lower surface of a pressing plate located at

the upside of a vacuum chamber and the other panel is held

on a table located at the downside of the vacuum chamber

such that both panels are opposed to each other and in which

both panels are bonded to each other by narrowing a gap

therebetween with an adhesive provided on any one panel in

vacuum, the panel assembling apparatus comprising:

means for holding one panel on the pressing plate with

a suction adsorptive force, means for holding the one panel

on the pressing plate with an electrostatic adsorptive force,

means for catching the one panel at a position slightly

spaced from the pressing plate when the suction adsorptive

force disappears in the course of decompressing the vacuum

chamber or means for pressing the one panel to the pressing
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plate, and means for applying at least the electrostatic

adsorptive force and holding the one panel on the pressing

plate when the one panel is placed on the catching means or

the pressing means.

[Claim 5] A panel assembling apparatus in which one panel

is held on a lower surface of a pressing plate located at

the upside of a vacuum chamber and the other panel is held

on a table located at the downside of the vacuum chamber

such that both panels are opposed to each other and in which

both panels are bonded to each other by narrowing a gap

therebetween with an adhesive provided on any one panel in

vacuum,

wherein the table can be horizontally moved to the

outside and inside of the vacuum chamber, and

wherein the panel assembling apparatus comprises means

for patterning an adhesive material in a closed pattern on

the other panel on the table located at the outside of the

vacuum chamber, means for dropping liquid crystal in the

closed pattern of the adhesive material on the other panel

on the table, means for holding one panel on the pressing

plate with a suction adsorptive force, means for holding the

one panel on the pressing plate with an electrostatic

adsorptive force, means for catching the one panel at a

position slightly spaced from the pressing plate when the

suction adsorptive force disappears in the course of
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decompressing the vacuum chamber or. means for pressing the

one panel to the pressing plate, and means for applying at

least the electrostatic adsorptive force and holding the one

panel on the pressing plate when the one panel is placed on

the catching means or the pressing means.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Applicability]

The present invention relates to a panel assembling

method and a panel assembling apparatus in which two panels

are bonded to each other by opposing the two panels to each

other in a vacuum chamber and narrowing a gap therebetween

in vacuum.

[0002]

[Description of the Related Art]

In manufacturing liquid crystal display panels, there

is a process in which two sheets of glass panels on which

transparent electrodes or a thin film transistor array is

formed are bonded to each other with an adhesive

(hereinafter, also referred to as "sealing material") with a

very small gap of several microns therebetween (hereinafter,

the bonded panel is referred to as a "cell") and liquid

crystal is enclosed in the gap therebetween.

[0003]
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As a technique for enclosing the liquid crystal, there

is known a method disclosed in Japanese Unexamined Patent

Application Publication No. S62-165622 in which the liquid

crystal is dropped on one panel on which the sealing

material is drawn in a closed pattern without an injection

port, the other panel is disposed above the panel, and then

the panels are bonded to each other by allowing the panels

to approach each other in vacuum or a method disclosed in

Japanese Unexamined Patent Application Publication No. H10-

26763 in which the sealing material is drawn in a pattern

with an injection port on one panel, the panels are bonded

to each other in vacuum, and then the liquid crystal is

injected through the injection port of the sealing material.

[0004]

[Problems to be Solved by the Invention]

Conventionally, both panels are bonded to each other in

vacuum regardless of before or after the sealing material is

patterned. In vacuum, the panels cannot be adsorbed using a

difference in pressure from the atmosphere, unlike in the

atmosphere

.

[0005]

When the edges of an upper panel are mechanically held,

the center portion thereof is warped. The amount of warp is

more and more increased with increase in size and decrease

in thickness of the panels.
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[0006]

Since the positioning is performed by using the

positioning marks provided at the circumferential edges of

the respective panels, the great amount of warp enlarges the

gap between the edges of both panels, thereby making the

positioning difficult

.

[0007]

In addition, since the center portion of the upper

panel come in contact with the lower panel earlier than the

circumferential portions thereof due to the warp of the

upper panel, spacers scattered between the panels for

keeping the gap between the panels constant are moved,

thereby damaging alignment films or the like formed on the

panels

.

[0008]

Practically, since the upper and lower panels have the

same size, the holding tolerance is not provided.

[0009]

As a result, it is an object of the present invention

to provide a panel assembling method and a panel assembling

apparatus in which panels can be bonded to each other with

high accuracy in vacuum even when the panels are increased

in size and decreased in thickness.

[0010]

[Means for Solving the Problems]
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The present invention for solving the above-mentioned

object is characterized in that an electrostatic adsorptive

force is applied to an upper panel from a pressing plate to

hold the upper panel on the pressing plate, thereby

performing a bonding process in vacuum.

[0011]

The present invention is also characterized in that the

bonding is performed in vacuum by holding the upper panel on

the pressing plate with a suction adsorptive force in the

atmosphere, catching the upper panel which is dropped by

means of removal of the suction adsorptive force in the

course of decompression at a position slightly apart from

the pressing plate, and allowing the pressing plate to apply

an electrostatic adsorptive force to the caught upper panel

and to hold the caught upper panel again.

[0012]

[Embodiments]

Now, an embodiment of the present invention will be

described with reference to the drawings.

[0013]

In Figs. 1 to 3, a panel assembling apparatus according

to the present invention comprises a liquid crystal dropping

unit SI and a panel bonding unit S2 . The units are disposed

adjacent to each other on a stand 2. A frame 3 for

supporting the panel bonding unit S2 is disposed above the
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stand 2. The surface of the stand 2 is provided with an XY0

stage Tl . An X stage 4a is movable with a driving motor 5

in the X axis direction, that is, between the liquid crystal

dropping unit SI and the panel bonding unit S2 . AY stage

4b is disposed on the X stage 4a and is movable with a

driving motor 6 in the Y axis direction perpendicular to the

X axis direction in which the X stage 4a is moved. A 9 stage

4c is disposed on the Y stage 4b and is rotatable

horizontally about the Y stage 4b with a driving motor 8

through a rotation bearing 7 . A table 9 for mounting a

lower panel la is fixed onto the 8 stage 4c. A lower chamber

10 is fixed to the Y stage 4b through a plate 13. The 9

stage 4c is provided to the lower chamber 10 through the

rotation bearing 11 and a vacuum seal 12 to be rotatable

about a shaft A. When the 9 stage 4c rotates, the lower

chamber 10 does not rotate together.

[0014]

The liquid crystal dropping unit SI comprises a

dispenser 17 supported by a bracket 14 protruded from the

frame 3 so as to drop a desired amount of liquid crystal

onto the lower panel la held on the table 9, a Z stage 15

for vertically moving the dispenser 17, and a motor 16 for

driving the Z stage 15. The XY9 stage Tl in which the lower

panel la is mounted on the table 9 is moved in the X and Y

directions with respect to a nozzle 18 of the dispenser 17
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for dropping the liquid crystal. As a result, the desired

amount of liquid crystal can be dropped at any position on

the lower panel la.

[0015]

The XY0 stage Tl mounted with the lower panel la onto

which the liquid crystal has been dropped is moved below the

panel bonding unit S2 by the driving motor 5.

[0016]

In the panel bonding unit S2, the upper chamber 21 and

an electrostatic adsorption plate 28 therein are vertically

movable independent of each other. That is, the upper

chamber 21 has a housing 30 with a linear bush and a vacuum

seal built therein and is guided by the shaft 2 9 and moved

in the Z axis direction by the cylinder 22 fixed to the

frame 3.

[0017]

When the XY9 stage Tl is moved to the panel bonding

unit S2 and the upper chamber 21 goes down, a flange of the

upper chamber 21 comes in contact with an O ring 44 disposed

around the lower chamber 10 to form a body, which serves as

a vacuum chamber.

[0018]

The amount of crush of the O ring 44 is set such that

the vacuum chamber can be kept in vacuum by adjusting the

downward stop position of the upper chamber 21 and the
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maximum elasticity can be obtained.

[0019]

The housing 30 has a vacuum seal which is vertically

movable with respect to the shaft 29 without vacuum leakage

even when the upper chamber 21 and the lower chamber 10 are

deformed to form the vacuum chamber. As a result, the

housing can absorb a force given to the shaft 2 9 due to the

deformation of the vacuum chamber and most deformation of

the pressing plate 27, which is fixed to the shaft 29 and

has the electrostatic adsorption plate 28, can be prevented.

In addition, the upper panel lb held on the electrostatic

adsorption plate 28 and the lower panel la held on the table

9 can be kept in parallel with each other, thereby enabling

the bonding.

[0020]

Reference numeral 2 3 denotes a vacuum valve and

reference numeral 24 denotes a piping hose connected to a

vacuum source not shown, which are used for decompressing

the vacuum chamber into vacuum. Reference numeral 25

denotes a gas purge valve and reference numeral 2 6 denotes a

gas tube connected to a pressure source for nitrogen gas,

clean dry air, or the like, which are used for restoring the

pressure of the vacuum chamber to the atmospheric pressure.

[0021}

The upper panel lb is held on the lower surface of the
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electrostatic adsorption plate 28 but the upper panel lb is

held on the electrostatic adsorption plate 28 by means of

suctorial adsorption in the atmosphere. That is, reference

numeral 41 denotes a suctorial adsorption joint and

reference numeral 42 denotes a suction tube connected to a

vacuum source not shown. A plurality of suction holes

connected to the suction tube is provided in the lower

surface of the electrostatic adsorption plate 28.

[0022]

In the atmosphere, the electrostatic adsorption may be

combined, and when the electrostatic adsorptive force is

great, the suctorial adsorption may not be used.

[0023]

The electrostatic adsorption plate 28 is attached to

the pressing plate 27 supported by the shaft 29 and the

shaft 29 is fixed to the housings 31 and 32. The housing 31

is attached to a frame 2 through a linear guide 34 and the

electrostatic adsorption plate 28 is vertically movable.

The vertical movement is performed by a motor 40 fixed to a

bracket 38 on a frame 35 connected to the frame 2. The

delivery of driving power is performed by a ball screw 36

and a nut housing 37. The nut housing 37 is connected to

the housing 32 through a load meter 33 and works as one body

along with the electrostatic adsorption plate 28.

[0024]
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Therefore, the electrostatic adsorption plate 28 goes

down with the descent of the shaft 29 by the motor 40 and

the upper panel lb comes in close contact with the lower

panel la on the table 9, thereby giving a pressing force to

the upper panel lb and the lower panel la. In this case,

the load meter 33 serves as a pressing force sensor and can

give the desired pressing force to the upper and lower

panels la and lb by controlling the motor 40 on the basis of

signals sequentially fed back.

[0025]

Since the lower panel la is mounted in the

gravitational direction, as shown in Fig. 2, the vertical

pressing of a pressing roller 82 to positioning pieces 81

provided in the table 9 is enough for the positioning

fixation. However, at the time of micro positioning just

before bringing the panels into contact with each other, the

lower panel la may be deviated due to the contact of the

upper panel lb with the sealing material or the liquid

crystal on the lower panel la or the air between the lower

panel la and the table 9 may be taken out to deviate the

lower panel la in the course of decompressing the vacuum

chamber into vacuum. As a result, the table 9 may have the

electrostatic adsorption function. By providing a pin which

can be moved in the Z axis direction on the table 9 and

grounding the pin, the separation of the cell from the table
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9 and the prevention of the cell from being charged after

bonding the panels can be easily performed.

[0026]

In Fig. 2, reference numeral 60 denotes a catch claw

for catching the upper panel lb slightly below the

electrostatic adsorption plate 28 when the electrostatic

adsorption plate 28 adsorbs the upper panel by means of

suction and the upper panel is dropped due to removal of the

suction adsorptive force in the course of decompressing the

vacuum chamber. The catch claw is suspended and supported

by a shaft 59 extending downward from two opposite corner

positions of the upper panel lb. Specifically, as shown in

Fig. 3, the shaft 59 is sealed in vacuum with the housing 58

of the upper chamber 21 and can be rotated and vertically

moved. That is, the shaft 59 can be further vertically

moved independent of the vertical movement of the shaft 2 9

by a lift actuator 62 fixed to a bracket 63 provided in the

shaft 29 and can be rotated by a rotation actuator 61.

[0027]

Next, the electrostatic adsorption plate 28 for

adsorbing the panel will be described.

[0028]

The electrostatic adsorption plate 28 is made of an

insulating material and has two square concave portions.

Flat electrodes built in the respective concave portions are
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covered with a dielectric material such that the main

surface of the dielectric material forms the same plane as

the lower surface of the electrostatic adsorption plate 28.

The buried flat electrodes are connected to plus/minus DC

power through proper switches.

[0029]

Therefore, when a plus or minus voltage is applied to

the flat electrodes, minus or plus charges are induced into

the main surface forming the same plane as the lower surface

of the electrostatic adsorption plate 28. The upper panel

lb is electrostatically adsorbed by means of Coulomb' s force

generated with respect to the transparent electrode film of

the upper panel lb due to the charges. The voltages applied

to the flat electrodes may have the same polarity or may

have different polarities.

[0030]

Next, a process of bonding a panel by using the panel

assembling apparatus according to the present invention will

be described.

[0031]

First, a jig holding the upper panel lb is mounted on

the table 9 and then the XY6 stage Tl is moved to the panel

bonding unit S2 with the driving motor 5. Then, the

pressing plate 27 or the electrostatic adsorption plate 28

is lowered through the shaft 29 by the motor 40, the upper
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panel lb on the table 9 is adsorbed by suction, and then the

plate is raised by the motor 40. Here, the upper panel lb

is on standby.

[0032]

The XY9 stage Tl is returned to the liquid crystal

dropping unit SI, the empty jig is removed, the lower panel

la is mounted on the table 9. Here, the lower panel is

fixed and held at a desired position as shown in Fig. 2.

[0033]

Although not shown in Fig. 1, a dispenser for ejecting

a sealing material is provided to the frame 3. Accordingly,

when the sealing material is ejected while moving the lower

panel la in the X and Y directions with the motors 5 and 6

of the XY6 stage Tl, the sealing material is patterned in a

closed pattern on the lower panel la. Thereafter, the

liquid crystal is dropped onto the lower panel la from the

dispenser 17. In this case, since the sealing material

serves as a dam, the dropped liquid crystal does not flow

out.

[0034]

Next, the XY0 stage Tl is moved to the panel bonding

unit S2, the upper chamber 21 is lowered with the cylinder

22, and a flange portion 21a is brought into contact with an

0 ring 44, thereby forming a vacuum chamber along with the

lower chamber 10. The vacuum valve 23 is opened to
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decompress the vacuum chamber. At this time, since the

upper panel lb is adsorbed on the electrostatic adsorption

plate 28 by suction, the suction adsorptive force applied to

the upper panel lb is gradually removed in the course of

decompression and thus the upper panel lb is dropped with

its own weight. The dropped upper panel is caught by the

catch claw 60 as shown in Fig. 2 and is maintained at a

position slightly below the electrostatic adsorption plate

28 as shown in Fig. 3.

[0035]

When the vacuum chamber has the sufficient degree of

vacuum, a voltage is applied to the electrostatic adsorption

plate 28 and the upper panel lb on the catch claw 60 is

adsorbed. by the electrostatic adsorption plate 28 with

Coulomb's force. In this case, since the vacuum chamber has

the sufficient degree of vacuum, air does not remain between

the electrostatic adsorption plate 28 and the upper panel lb.

As a result, the upper panel lb is not floated when the air

is taken out. It is important that the upper panel lb is in

close contact with the electrostatic adsorption plate 28

without air interposed therebetween. As a result, the

discharge with the induced charges does not occur.

[0036]

When the discharge is performed with the air remaining,

the air is expanded to separate the upper panel lb from the
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electrostatic adsorption plate 28 or to destroy the upper

panel lb made of thin glass. However, in the present

embodiment, since no air exists, such an abnormal accident

does not occur.

[0037]

Thereafter, the shaft 59 is lowered by means of a lift

actuator 62, the shaft 59 is rotated by means of a rotation

actuator 61 so as for the catch claw 60 not to interfere

with the bonding of the panels, the pressing plate 27 is

lowered by means of the motor 40, and then the panels la and

lb are bonded to each other with a desired gap by

controlling the motor 40 while measuring the pressing force

with the load meter 33.

[0038]

In this case, since the upper panel lb is in close

contact with the electrostatic adsorption plate 28 and the

center portion is not warped, the spacers in the liquid

crystal is not affected bad and it is possible to position

the panels. In addition, the positioning is performed with

high accuracy by reading out the positioning marks of the

respective panels la and lb with an image recognizing camera

through a not-shown window provided in the upper chamber 21,

measuring the position through an image processing, and

minutely moving the respective stages 4a to 4c of the XYG

stage Tl.
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[0039]

When the bonding is finished, the vacuum valve 23 is

shut and the gas purge valve 25 is opened. As a result,

nitrogen gas or clean dry air is supplied into the vacuum

chamber and the vacuum chamber is restored to the

atmospheric pressure. Then, the gas purge valve 25 is shut,

the upper chamber 21 is raised with the cylinder 22, the XY9

stage Tl is restored to the liquid crystal dropping unit SI.

Thereafter, the cell is separated from the table 9 and the

next bonding is waited for. Here, since the cell having

been subjected to the bonding process may be charged, the

cell may be separated from the table 9 after performing an

electricity removing process such as bringing the cell into

contact with a grounded electricity removing bar or blowing

out ion wind to the cell. The sealing material in the cell

separated from the table 9 is hardened by means of a UV

irradiator or a heater.

[0040]

In the above-mentioned embodiment, since the bonding

process is performed right after the liquid crystal is

dropped in the sealing material, dust is not attached to the

panels, thereby improving the production yield. In addition,

since the XY9 stage Tl can be used for carrying the upper

panel lb into the vacuum chamber, it is possible to reduce

the size of the apparatus.
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[0041]

The present invention is not limited to the above-

mentioned embodiment but may be embodied as follows.

[0042]

(1) The XY0 stage Tl is provided with a plurality of

catch claws (corresponding to the catch claw 60 in Fig. 2)

expandable in the vertical direction. Accordingly , by

placing the upper panel lb on the catch claws when the XY0

stage Tl is located in the liquid crystal dropping unit SI

and moving the XY9 stage Tl to the panel bonding unit S2,

the movement of the upper panel lb to the electrostatic

adsorption plate 28 may be performed.

[0043]

(2) In addition, the upper panel may be sucked and held

by the electrostatic adsorption plate 28 directly using a

robot hand.

[0044]

(3) The upper panel lb dropped when the vacuum chamber

is decompressed may be caught by the catch claws provided in

the XY0 stage Tl described in (1).

[0045]

(4) Before the upper panel lb is dropped, the upper

panel lb may be pressed to the electrostatic adsorption

plate 28 by the catch claws 60 shown in Fig. 2 or the catch

claws provided in the XY0 stage Tl and may be switched to
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the electrostatic adsorption by decompressing the vacuum

chamber in the state where the upper panel is adsorbed on

the electrostatic adsorption plate 28 by suction. In this

case, by making the upper panel lb not to come in physical

contact with the electrostatic adsorption plate 28, the air

between the upper panel lb and the electrostatic adsorption

plate 28 can be removed at the same time as the

decompression.

[0046]

(5) The upper panel lb may be held at a position slight

apart from the electrostatic adsorption plate 28 the catch

claws 60 shown in Fig. 2 or the catch claws provided in the

XY0 stage Tl and then the electrostatic adsorption may be

performed in the course of decompressing the vacuum chamber

without performing the suctorial adsorption.

[0047]

(6) In Fig. 2, two corners (two corners forming a

diagonal) of the upper panel lb is held by the catch claws

60. However, four corners of the upper panel lb may be held

or four sides or two longitudinal sides or two lateral sides

of the upper panel lb may be held by proper means.

[0048]

[Advantages

]

According to the present invention described above,

even when a panel is increased in size and decreased in
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thickness, it is possible to bond panels to each other in

vacuum with high accuracy.

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Fig. 1]

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating a panel

assembling apparatus according to an embodiment of the

present invention

.

[Fig. 2]

Fig. 2 is a perspective view illustrating a state whe

an upper panel and a lower panel are bonded.

[Fig. 3]

Fig. 3 is a cross-sectional view of important parts

illustrating a state just before both panels are bonded by

applying an electrostatic adsorptive force to the upper

panel

.

[Reference Numerals]

S2: PANEL BONDING UNIT

la: LOWER PANEL

lb: UPPER PANEL

9 : TABLE

10: LOWER CHAMBER

21: UPPER CHAMBER

23: VACUUM VALVE

27: PRESSING PLATE
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28: ELECTROSTATIC ADSORPTIVE PLATE

59: SHAFT

60: PANEL HOLDING MEMBER

61: ROTATION ACTUATOR

62: LIFT ACTUATOR
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[0 0 0 5] ±ffl!llceB1-5gffi (WTx ±gffit"f

So ) ©4SSP^aiSfi|!lt^-r^tgK©**g|5^fct>

[0 0 0 6] JiT§gffiC»^iSiiSgi3tgltfc&B^to#

50 ^-tttmmLTim&iibZftvrctb,
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[0 0 0 7] Ht. ±g«©fcfr#?±s«o**aw

[0 0 0 8] «WcttB0^*±TO«SttBI*-fX

[0 0 0 9] fti^fflogm, SffilMXtf*:

Mb. »Eft;tTfeK3S*T?««fiK:HSa[oStEH±

[00 10]

[0011] SSfctt* ±Sfi*ftffififc:*«*T«g|

**ffffl^r*T> Wtf*iaEfcK±««*&&£UTj|£

[0 0 12]

[0 0 13] Hi7iSH3K:*v>T, *8fflttZg&

#2©±*fcttfflE»£«S 2*3aW*7U-A3tf
?g£2<D±E£li % XY07f->*T 1#

0ffi±Tfc&OXtt^t. BPS, SMTVS 1

fcfflEBfi^SPS 2 0€:SE*T-tScl:5»C3a:oTt^o Y

<fc t) X ~ 5>k tt£-r£ Y % <fc 3 fc

ftott^o ex-r—SMcttYX-r—i?4b±fc&!K
0^7 U fcftLTJSHiHe-* YXr-
v? 4bt»LT*¥fcllHllEBrffifc:4^Tl>T. 8Xf-

fc. YXf—S>4 bt^b-H 3TTft^l Otf

@££ftT^£ 0 flXf-^4c(t W^y^l 01c

»U@lte^7UVyi 1 kK^>-;H 2*^LT«A

JS£LTbV&.

[0014] *aar»s 1
f—^*9fcfia»sn
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a*7L-7;l/9±t«j$JgiRL3rcXYex-r-S/*T 1

tt, KII*J*»Tt37Vx^:/1M 7<D/X;H 8lc

[0015] atsaraoTSfii a*jsK«»Lfcx
YOXf-^T 1 JiStSte^gflS 2©TfiKaB» :e-*
5fc«fcoTg«rr5o

10 [0 0 1 6] fiSK^SPS 2T*tt. i^t^2 1 k^

SfflBSlcftoTVSo ift>^2 ltt, U-7

TfcO, '>t7h 2 9£#YKfcLT:7U-A2fc:B£
Stifc* y 2 2 tc<to±Toz fS^-fpjtc^Sit-So

[0 0 17] XYeXr->'T 1 A'SfiBS^ffl S 2Kg
SlLT^T±^y^2 .1 tfTR«i:, T*-v>v<l
0<O@t>fcESLT$50y 4 4{C±^^VA2 1

20 LTafiE-r^ttfticaso

[0 0 1 8] 0'J>^4 4 0O^n«tt, ±^>A2

[0 0 19] /^^y^3 0(^ ±^*VA2 l^Tf-

7 h 2 9fc»L«SBn*jec«4v^±T»Rrflift*

v7h2 9«c4^S*€:»lR-r5i:ktfTt,

30 2 9 CH£2nill*!&IM& 2 8 LfcftlE« 2 7 0)

«#;*ftfc±gfii bkx-^i/gtfi^tifcTSfi

[0 0 2 0] 2 3ttJ^/<;l/y, 2 4ttE«*-X"eH

40 [0021] ±ss i bttimRre 2 8 (OTm^mm
fi»*tl*jft *JTFfc*^T±«El btt»3l»»-p

[0022] Kk jat)*^©*^, i*®®8^fiffflb

[0 0 2 3] »«»a«2 8ttS/^7 h 2 9T*3E»*n
50 fcJnE«2 7fc:ffi(*tf&nTfe?). ^7h2 9ttA«)
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t/>?3 i > 3 2tHS$nrv>5o '^yyyz i

»

TBBtt7U-A2i:0«:WS7U-A3 510^7^
yh3 8(cB£2-tl^-jr4 OK: J: Off 4. JEEb<D£

jttt*-;Wai:3 6 k^-y h/^yy4T3 7"CSHf*ti

£ G ^yh/N^s;yy3 7tta[13H-3 3*^LT^5;
y^3 2 fcOfttfO, ^OTgPOfim®«ffi2 8 k-<*

[0 0 2 4] SE^T, t^4 0tJ:or>+7h2 9

tfTRU ±^lb£«ftLfcBS»g«2 8#TB
L±S«l b#T-7Vb9±0TSfil afcfB#LT\ jto

K^^ctOTt^t^^TWo CO®
»«W-3 3«41nEE/Hry*i:bT«*, XX. 7^r

-F^* 4 o«*BB-r«ck
T\ ±TSS la. lb \cffim<OhuE.j]*$?L% C £tf

pMBkftoT^*.
[0 0 2 5] T^ffi I atiSA^fnlOm^OT\ 02
fc^-f «fc 9 £x-7;l/ 9 £Rttfcfi*i*»ffi#8 i kiff

8 2fcJ:57jc^lftT-Off{*^tJ:Sfii[ai*«>

OR, ±SS l btfTSfi l a±OS/«;WM*JSIBBk«

zct -v v>tiWttE*mi£ tc*5Hg-eT
Sfi 1 afcr-7>9 kOHKcA9'i&A/1?v^ffift3t^S

T, r-r^9fc±TZIfc5lRlfc:»»"P*«trv*Rtf

T-7> 9 5©-fe;l/ft t) ft LfcSgfcfrfc a C k T*

[0 0 2 6] H2t**r60tt, B*R»ffi2 8tfR3l

x.T±Sffil b^»T-rSk*»c«*««»t62 8<Ofil^

TOti«T*§ttit«>3§jtmT. ±8fil b0 2fI<D*t

ft OttBfcSo TT£fc#tffc5/* 7 h 5 9 T?ft K)W
fc, S/-V7h5 9tt±^^y^2 KD/\^^y^5 8*

4-?Tt^o EP"6.^7h5 9tt, S/*7h2 9fcR
H-feT^** h 6 3fc@££ttfc#^7^x-# 6 2

T->*7 h 2 9 0±T8»kttSlfiLT?5fc:±Tt»
B7**«»7?ft<, le]&7^x-£6 lfccfcoTlsl

[0 0 2 7] Sfi«!R*'rd»«R«C2 8 (CO

[0 0 2 8]"»«»*fi2 8tt«aaofi1?*0,

4 ) #882 00 0-2 8 4 2 9 5
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[0 0 2 9] fcT, &¥fi*»cEfcStHift<D«ff

#flMn«ft*fc, »WR««2 8<0TffifcH-¥ffifc:4

ft. ^n^waoTiifii boswsfiiHkoH

10 [ 0 0 3 0 ] *«c, #S«ffl£8§T-affi£ftt 9

[0 0 3 l ] 9cf\ 7
L~7;I/9{c±g« l bZ&WLrc

femZ&mU I»*-*5-pXYeXf-^T l£g

-V 7 h 2 9 LTftffilR 2 7 2 8 £{5?T

x-7;l/9±tD±g«l b*»3IWi«^T^
€-?4ot*±^t, ±stEi bzmmmt

[0032] xYAXf-i^Tittjttar»s ucm
20 oT. ffi«c4ofc?&||}W«nT-7;l/9±*cTatSi

[0 0 3 3] BlCttSLT^ftV* 7l/-A3lC>'

^bffj^Rtia-rsx-r^y^feoT. x y 0 xf-
^T104^5, 6T*TS«1 a£XY$tff|qrtCg

n-X (RSI) Lft/<*->T->-;l/*J*lSBt?^«o

SHFt%o C<D*&, ^-/MWtf^AkftoT, STL

[003 4] *fc, X Y 0 Xt->*T 1 *®KK£ffl5

S

2 S/U^2 2tl^^2 1»T?
M77^S2 1 a*0UV^4 4£SJg£-£T

T^*>^1 0£X£^V -££ 0 ^LT.
3*BB«SLTX^i'y/^*«EbT^

<o ±SSl b»B«R«fi2 8l<:»3|iR«^

k±SSl b«cff«LTir^»3|iBat*tt}BiirJT*.

±Sffi 1 b tf§fi?«"Ff£0 cn^^ 2 tc^rTJ; -5

40 £ihm 6 0 T'Sttlhi6T, 0 3 ICk?& o (CBSK94E
2 8<Dfll)b>T<DfllB«c«JtLTfe<.

[0 0 3 5] aS^-V>/<rtA%»Kffifc)S:ofc«F^

T\ B«»a«2 8fc«E«r911inLTSjhm6 0±O±
StSi b*. B«»a*E2 8»c*-DyAT»3l«Jt^

2 8k±gffil b«^m«l:^d:ci:(i»^
U ^O^a^fSk^^Sfil btfHSCkta

®«fi2 8(c±Sft[i b*«tltWCtt*S, ^
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[0 0 3 6] aa*9bfeSStt«€:4i:si:aaitfB

«5Xllo±lSi b£SKiir*£ktf&£#, *^fi£

[0 0 3 7] f-Oft, BB7^x^6 2^>f7h
5 9*TP***, 0g7^fx-^6 lt->t7
h5 9*laIIE*^ S±/fl6 0^±THSfioa!iO^*>

* 4 o ««gip LT±Tia«ffi la, lbmmmmim

[003 8] C <D#a> ±S1£ 1 b 2 SiC

OffiB^te'frjb^FRlffifciSrSCfcttftv^ H#fc. {fig

^e>B«BK*^7T*±TSSfil a, 1 b^RW&ti

[0 0 3 9] P4D^«7nt 3

£88&T#X^->^/I/72 5*B8£, W

^/Vt/72 5*EHUT, ^>'J^2 2T±
ft>^2 1^±#^ XYflXr-^T l*»SiB
Taps ilcmLX, r--^;l/9^e>-tr;I/^L^<Oft5t)

5 C CCT\ flfi^»Oir/Wi««LTV*

9 £ -b;l/*ttt k &</\ x-TOI/ 9 6^ Lfc-tz/l/ti;

[0 0 4 0] a±o*SBB«Ttt, S/-;WB*i±iaLT

«*S*W&<*M*BS*)«:loI±"etSo Sfc, XY

icmm^s mmwbmitbwznx^Zc
[00 4 1] *^tt«±BfflLfc*liBBIB«i:H6'f

.

[0 0 4 2] (1) ±Sffil b(OHm®««2 8-\(0

ffit&fi, X Y 8 Xr-^T 1 fc±T*ftfcff«Rjfi&B:lfi

&0§±JT\ (B2(D§iLm6O«3<Dfe0) *R#Tfc

fc*©MtoftlJlU:lc±»R l b *««T* XY07
r-S>T 1 fcgfiftteSBS 2tc&iJj2tf£<fc3tcLT*>

[00 4 3] (2) Ztz* uftyhKVYftbWm

5 ) «fBB2 0 0 0-2 8 4 2 9 5

8

[0 0 4 4] (3) ±ffi (1) TiHWLfcXYex-r
-s>t i fcwtfcSik/n?. KE*HKflBfcurF-r*±

Sffil b£§tt±fc*cfc3teLTt>«fcv\>

[00 4 5] (4) B2<D§lLjR60 J*>±8E

(1) TKWLfcXYex-f—>*T lfcRtffcSikm

x\ ±s«i b*qrF-r*Mt±«Ei b

io t\ c<om^s wm^±Mm bi$®w®mwL2%\z
«»LT^«k^9Ck*l<ai/^5lCLT43<CkT?,
±Sfi 1 b k^BK*^ 2 8 0»Dffl«*BEfc k tic

CktfT**.
[00 4 6] (5) S&fcSfc. 02O§itm6O^>
±E (1) T'MlfcX Y 6 Xt->*T lKlR*tfcS±

mr% ±ski b*»mwfi2 8^6ffl*^.Ktifcffl

[00 4 7] (6) S fc, H2T?ttSjk/I\6 OfcJ:?)

20 ±SKl b0 2fflOftSP («ft^ttfi)c-rS2H) «SNf
LTl^Stf. ±S«1 b<D4{I<D£jg{$ (4RD
Tc9, ±B«1 b©4j2fc*l/Hig#£l&02j23:jrcW:

«5lRl<0 2 ia£iSfi«#&T«fiF"f5 J: 3 *c LT cfc

[00 4 8]

[5SH<D»»] «±«WLfeJ;3fc*«Wfc:J:ntf f S

30 ch i ] *mi<D-mm&mz**mmzmw<Dm
mx&Zo
CH2] ±TO«TO*IS0ftto«*k#O«a**t'

[03] ±S«fc:»*K«*%ffffl«*±Ti5»R*IS

S 2 S«tt£H
1 a TSffi

i b ±mm
40 9 -f-y;i/

1 o Tf"V>^
2 1 ±?*>/*
2 3 K^/^l/^

2 7 *PE«
2 8

5 9 i/t7h
6 1 @g7^fi-^
6 2 #K7^fx-^
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